Solvent modulated linear pH gradient elution for the purification of conventional and bispecific antibodies: Modeling and application.
Classical ion-exchange chromatography using a linear salt gradient to elute the adsorbed protein at fixed pH is the most common method to separate product-related impurities during downstream processing of biopharmaceuticals. Linear pH gradient elution provides a useful alternative by separating proteins in a linear pH gradient at fixed salt concentration. Although linear pH gradient elution provides excellent selectivity, it is rarely encountered in industrial purification processes. Here, a stoichiometric displacement model is used to characterize pH gradient elution based on simple linear gradient elution experiments. Protein retention behavior is described with respect to the pH dependencies of the characteristic binding charge and the equilibrium constant of the ion exchange reaction. Furthermore, the influence of solvent composition using PEG as a mobile phase modifier is investigated. Validity and applicability of the model are demonstrated for the purification of a conventional monoclonal antibody from soluble aggregates and for a novel bispecific antibody format containing a unique product-related impurity profile. pH step elution protocols are derived from model calculations without further optimization experiments necessary.